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EROTICA: ON THE PREHISTORY 

OF GREEK DESIRE * 


AMONG other wonders, the temple of Aphrodite at Megara 
housed a triad of statues depicting &COG, ~ 6 0 o < ,  theand Y p ~ p o ~ ,  

work of the fourth-century sculptor Scopas. About these images Pausa- 
nias comments skeptically (1.43.6): ~i 6fi Gt&cpop& iozt ~ a z h  za6zb 
z o i ~6v6paot ~ a i  ocpiot. In other words, Pausanias seems to zh :pya 
doubt that the concepts expressed by Zpco~, ~ 6 0 0 4 ,  and Ypepo~, the 
basic triplet of Greek terms describing desire, were distinct enough to 
allow three different and recognizable personifications.' This is a very 
astute observation on Pausanias' part in two ways. For, on the one hand, 
there indeed is, or appears to be, a high degree of synonymy between at 

'Earlier versions of this paper were given at the University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill in February 1994 and at the East Coast Indo-European Conference at the University 
of Texas, May 1994. I would like to thank the participants on both occasions for many 
valuable comments and questions. In particular, I would like to thank Edwin Brown, Sara 
Kimball, H. Craig Melchert, Alan Nussbaum, and Calvert Watkins for their advice and 
criticism. Naturally, I alone am responsible for all errors of fact and opinion. 

' Cf. the note of F. Chamoux, Pausanias, description de la grgce (Paris 1992) 267: 
"entre lesquelles P. doute qu'on puisse distinguer vraiment." Gemt Kloss's important 
work Untersuchungen zum Wortfeld "Verlangen/Begehren" im friihgriechischen Epos 
(Gottingen 1994) only became available to me at the proof stage and consequently, I have 
not been able to incorporate a systematic comparison with his book into my paper. 
Koss's book focuses more on the synchronic system of meaning and less on the prehis- 
tory of words for 'desire.' His conclusions about the distinction between k'pw~ and 
Tpspoq are, I am happy to say, similar to my own und(155): ' " ? p ~ p o q / i p ~ i p ~ ~ v  
kpoq/&pwq/kpncs9m bezeichnen zwei verschiedene Aspekte des einen Phanomens 'Ver- 
langen': das Verlangen als Faszination, als Inanspruchnahme der geistig-seelischen Funk- 
tionen durch einen von aussen herantretenden Reiz (rpepo~) und das Verlangen als Trieb, 
als Grundkonstante des menschlichen Innenlebens (k'poq)." He takes no position on the 
etymology of %pwg, and follows the standard etymologies of a6905 from PIE *gwhedh- 
and T p ~ p o ~  from PIE *smer-. 
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least gpw~  and ?pepo~--the specific distinctions made in Plato's Craty-
lus 420 being largely inspired by fanciful folk etymology. On the other 
hand, the very existence of three different words does suggest, at least 
at some very early date, three specific and distinct referents. 

I propose here to examine this family of terms, to study what seman- 
tic distribution they originally may have had, and to suggest etymolo- 
gies for two of the three terms, namely g p o ~  and ?yepo~ which do not 
as yet possess convincing historical explanations. 

PART ONE: n6.005 

To begin with the strongest leg of the tripod, neither the specific 
meaning nor the etymology of ~ 6 0 0 ~  the least sexu- is in doubt. n600~ ,  
alized of the words in question, means a "desire for something not at 
hand," as was noted already by Plato (Cratylus 420): ~ a i  a6yhv ~ 6 0 0 5  
~ a k i ' z a t  oqyaivov 06 TOG nap6vzo~ efvat, &Ah& TOG ahho0i a 

~ a i&n6vzo<.That this definition is not merely folk-etymological 
fantasy is proved by a survey of some passages from Homer: Od. 4.596 
(Telemachus to Menelaus) 0666 pe O%OV khot n6005 o66k z o ~ w v ;  
Od. 11.202 (Odysseus' mother to Odysseus) &Ah& ye 065 ze ~ 6 0 0 ~  . . . 
0upbv hnqljpa; Od. 14.144 (Eumelos to disguised Odysseus) &Ah& y' 
'06uoofjo< n6005 ai'vuzat. Notice that n 6 0 o ~  refers regularly in the 
Homeric poems to the feelings that Odysseus' friends and family have 
for him during his wanderings. In the Homeric Hymn to Demeter 
n6005 describes the feeling Demeter has for her kidnapped daughter 
(201, 304): n60q ytvlj0ouoa paOu<hvoto 0uyazp6~. It is interesting, 
but perhaps not significant, that the noun n6005 which gives the name 
to a quintessentially Odyssean feeling does not occur in the Iliad. The 
feminine no04 does, however, occur there, typically describing the 
longing that the Achaians or Trojans have for a warrior during his tem- 
porary or permanent absence from battle, e.g., 6.362: (Hector to Helen) 
kpei'o n001)v &ne6vz0< gxouotv. Cf. also 11.471 (of Odysseus), 17.690 
(of Patroclus), 1.240 (of Achille~).~ 

In fact, there is not one example of n60o</no0G which requires the 
translation "sexual desire" in either the Iliad or the Odyssey. This sex- 
ual meaning, it seems, does not appear before the pseudo-Hesiodic Scu-

J. Gagnepain, Les noms grec en -0s et en -a (Paris 1959) 69-70 discerns a difference 
in the meaning of ~6805  and no04 which, I admit, escapes me. 
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tum 41 and the notably late Homeric Hymn to Pan (33-34): 0 & ky&p 
n6005 S y p B ~  knsh0iuvlv6pcpg kijnho~&p(~)Ap60no~ cp1h6zqz1 
p ~ y i i v a t . ~  means "desire for that which is not at hand" is That ~ 6 0 0 5  
perfectly in keeping with its etymology. As Bezzenberger saw more 
than a century ago: ~ 6 0 0 5is a direct descendant of *gwhddhos the the- 
matic, o-grade, barytone derivative of the Proto-Indo-European root 
*gwhedh- "pray." The verbal derivatives of this root survive in Greek in 
the s-aorist Bkooaoeat, ~eoo&pevoS (Hes. +) "prayed < *gwhedh-s-
and in the present 0kooeo0at which Hesychius glosses aizei'v, 
i~eze6e1v. This present stem can only derive from earlier PIE 
*gwhedh-ye-, formed by adding the present-forming suffix -ye- to the 
root. The antiquity of this present stem is confirmed by the precise 
agreement of Old Irish guidid "pray" and Old Persian jadiya- "pray," 
both going back to PIE *gwhedh-ye-.5 For the derivation of a noun like 
*gwhddhos from a verbal root like *gwhedh- compare h6yo5 from G y o  
or cp6vo5 from gn~cpvov.~ The development of sounds, though at first 
sight somewhat obscure, is in fact perfectly regular. In the case of 
~ 6 0 0 5from *gwhddhos the developments were as summarized below: 

That is to say, *gwh6dhos became *kwh6thos by the devoicing of 
voiced aspirates. Next, *kwh6thos became *kwdthos by Grassmann's 
law of the dissimilation of aspirates. Finally, *kwdthos became n6005 
by the development of labiovelars into labials before back vowel^.^ 

On the other hand, the pre-history of the s-aorist of this verb was as 
summarized below: 

See T. W. Allen, W. R. Halliday, E. E. Sykes, The Homeric Hymns (Oxford 1963) 
402 and R. Janko, Homer, Hesiod, and the Hymns (Cambridge 1982) 198. 

See Beitrage zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen 21 (1898) 297. 
See P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire c!tymologique de la langue grecque (henceforth = 

DELG) (Paris 1968-1980) 922. But his reference to Old Irish guidid should be modified 
in the light of Warren Cowgill, "The Etymology of Irish guidid and the Outcome of gWh- 
in Celtic," in Lautgeschichte und Etymologie, ed. M. Mayrhofer, M. Peters, and 0 .  E. 
Pfeiffer (Wiesbaden 1980) 49-78. 

See P. Chantraine, La formation des noms en grec ancien (Paris 1933) 10. 
'See M. Lejeune, Phonhique historique du mychien et du grec ancien (Paris 1972) 

30, 47, 56 for these developments. The ordering of the last two steps is not entirely 
certain. 
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First *gwhedh-s-became *gwhet-s-because the voiced aspirate dh lost 
both its aspiration and voicing before -s-. Next *gwhet-s- became 
*kwhet-s- by the devoicing of voiced aspirates, but Grassmann's law 
did not apply because the second aspirate of the stem had already been 
lost so there were not two aspirates to dissimilate. Finally, *kwhet-s-
became 0 ~ o o -  because the labiovelars *kwh-before e became th- in all 
dialects except the Aeolic ones and -ts- assimilated to - S S - . ~  

Verbal nouns of the h6yo~lcp6vo~ type are often nomina actionis. 
cp6vo4, for example, is "the act of slaying," i.e., "murder." Thus ~ O O S  
must originally have meant "the act of praying, prayer." The semantic 
connection between "prayer" and "desire" is obvious enough. But why 
should "the act of praying" take on the specific meaning "desire for that 
which is not at hand"? A moment's reflection shows that implicit in the 
concept of prayer is not only "desire" but also a realization that that 
which one desires is not obtainable through one's own efforts alone, but 
only with the assistance of another, sometimes divine, being. If I am in 
the Sahara desert, I might pray for a drink. But if I feel thirsty at home, 
I just turn on the tap. 

This twofold nature of prayer is, of course, true in general and also 
in the particular case of 0kooao0at. To cite just one example, the sub- 
jects in Archilochus IEG 8 are praying for their v6ozo~ (~EBB~~KEVOI .  
y h v ~ ~ p b v  something which is notoriously subject to theV ~ ~ Z O V ) ,  
whims of the gods and the seas. 

From this it follows that the nominalization of a verb meaning 
"pray" should contain within it both the idea of desire and the idea that 
the fulfillment of that desire is contingent upon the will or action of 
some other entity. ~ 6 0 0 ~  meant in the first would therefore have 
instance "desire for that which is not easily obtained by the subject's 
actions alone." Practically speaking, this means in most cases "desire 
for that which is not at hand." Eventually this semantic limitation was 
eroded and we find x6005 in the simple sense of "desire," sometimes 
sexual, which led Pausanias to make his doubting comment. 

One more possible trace of the root *gwhedh- in Greek may be 
found in the name of the Thessalians: O~ooahoi ,  O~zzahoi, @ ~ z z a M ~ ,  
@~zeahoi .  A possible explanation for the name and its surprising vari- 
ants is offered in the appendix. 

See Lejeune, PhonHique, 72, 74, 103 for these developments. 

mailto:@~zeahoi
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PART TWO: &pus 

" E p o ~ ,one may be surprised to learn, is a word without a past. No 
plausible etymology has ever been suggested for this word and its fam- 
ily. Frisk in his etymological dictionary says simply "ohne Etymo- 
logie." Chantraine reaches the same conclusion in his di~tionary.~ Now 
some words do not deserve etymologies-for example, onomatopoetic 
words and Lallworter-and some words, though deserving, can clearly 
not be etymologized within the framework of Proto-Indo-European. 
But %po< and its relatives are not those kinds of words. The simple 
facts of their morphology guarantee an Indo-European origin. We have 
just not yet looked in the right place. First let us review the forms in 
question to see which way they point. 

In the early Greek epic we find the following indubitable representa- 
tives of the root *bp(a)- "love": 

Verbs 1. a) &papat with the thematic variant bpciopat 

b) kpaziro "be greedy for meat," only in the present 
participle 

Nouns 2. a) kpos, -ou "love," a thematic noun 

b) &pos, -wzos "love," a t-stem 

Adjectives 3. a) bpavv6s, -4, -6.v "lovely" 

b) &paz6<, -4, -6.v "lovely" and the compounds bzqpa- 
TO< "delightsome" and zohufipazos "much-loved 

C) bpaz&tv6~, -4, -6.v "lovely" 
d) kp6.~ts, - ~ o o a ,-EV "charming" 

Name 4. 'Epazh 

Somewhat later forms of interest are compounds with first member 
in bpaot-, e.g., bpaoi-~ohzo< (Pind. 01. 14.15), the adjective bpaopos 
(Anacreon +), and the noun kpaoz4< (Soph. +). The interrelationship 
of these forms can be schematized as in the figure below. 

H. Frisk, Griechisches etyrnologisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg 1960-1972) 547. 
Chantraine, DELG 364. 
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'Epazh kpazico kpaot- kpazetv6~ kpaozli~ kpavv6~ tpo< kpciopto~ 

To put this chart into words: we start with the verbal root &a-pat. 
From this is derived the verbal adjective bpaz6~ from which, in turn, 
are derived the personal name 'Epazh, the adjective kpazetv6< appar- 
ently built under the influence of the adjectives in -etv6< like &hyetv6~, 
xoOetv6~, etc., the denominal verb kpaziro, and probably the first part 
of zepyripppozo~-type compounds such as k p a o i p o h ~ o ~  from earlier 
"kpazt-. 

In addition, kpa- made a neuter s-stem of the ~ p i a ~  type which, 
although it is not attested, can be inferred with certainty from the Pre- 
Aeolic *erasnbs which became Aeolic kpavvb~, as well as from kpcio- 
p t o ~and kpao-74s. It is also probable that was originally an ani- 
mate amphikinetic s-stem of the a i 6 h ~ ,  ai6oGq type where the genitive 
is from * a i d b s o ~ . ~ ~  This is likely for two reasons. First, the derivation 
of an animate s-stem with o-grade suffix from a neuter proterokinetic s- 
stem like *&a< is a well paralleled Indo-European morphological pat- 
tern. Compare, for example, Greek ~pk(,c)a< n. = Skt. kravi; (< Proto-
Indo-European *kr6wh2s) beside Latin cruor m. < *kr(6)wh2as. Second, 
the replacement of an original s-stem by a t-stem is exactly paralleled 
by the cases of iFph4, i6p&zo< which has replaced an earlier i6ph<, 
*i6poG< (cf. Latin siidor < *sweidOs) and y ihw~,  y ihozo~  which has 
replaced an earlier y i h o ~ ,  *y ihou~ (cf. Armenian calr, gen. calu < 
*ielOs). Finally, one might note that there are no t-stem forms of & p o ~  
in the Iliad, Odyssey, or Hesiod. The t-stem first appears in the Home- 
ric Hymn to Hermes 449. 

lo I follow the terminology laid out by J. Schindler in "Zum Ablaut der neutralen s- 
S t i m e  der indogermanischen," in Flexion und Wortbildung, ed. H .  Rix (Wiesbaden 
1975)262-264, except that I use 'amphikinetic' instead of 'holokinetic.' 
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As for the apparent thematic stem Zpo~,  a number of possibilities 
might be entertained. On the one hand, one might simply say that Zpo~  
is a barytone hdyog-type verbal abstract which, instead of showing the 
expected o-grade of the root, has copied the apparent e vowel of the 
verbal root kpa-. Although surprisingly few exact parallels can be 
found in the early period, cf. zcicpo~ not *zdpcpo~ "funeral rites" < 
&xzw. This would mean-and nothing obvious is against this claim- 
that thematic Zpo~  is of no great antiquity. On the other hand, it is also 
conceivable that the original neuter s-stem *&pas has been replaced by 
a more regular looking *&po~,  a neuter s-stem like ykvo~ which has 
been derailed and diverted into the second declension and the mascu- 
line gender. Nothing in particular--except perhaps the semi-parallels 
of Latin Venus and Cerus, both originally neuter s-stems-speaks in 
favor of this hypothesis and it is, on the whole, rather more complicated 
than the first hypothesis given above. In any case, nothing crucial turns 
on the correct historical interpretation of the thematic & p o ~ .  

The family tree sketched out above makes it clear enough that the 
verb Zpakolt is at the morphological heart of this system, and it is from 
this verb that we must start our investigation into the prehistory of this 
word family. A consideration of the forms of this verb attested in early 
Greek epic reveals the following points: 

a. The verb is, at this early stage, middle only. There is no active 
form in Homer, Hesiod, or the Homeric Hymns. Active forms do not 
appear in Greek before Archilochus." 

b. The verb is athematic. The one example of thematic inflection in 
Homer, kphaoee with diectasis from kpcieoee at Iliad 16.208, is a met- 
rically determined Streckform: cpuhcixt60~ pkya &pyov, k!q~ zb xpiv y' 
kpciaoee. This line starts off with a well defined formula which 
extends from the beginning of the line to the feminine caesura. Cf. 
Iliad 20.286 Aiveia~,  ~ k y a  &pyov,6 06 660 y' &v6pe cpkpotsv; 10.282 
(jdcavza~ pkya Zpyov, B KE TpLjeoot CLE~+~TJ; pkya5.303 ~ ~ ) 6 e i % q ~ ,  
Zpyov, 6 06 660 y' &v6ps cpkpotev, etc. 

" IEG 19.3, 125.2. Another peculiarity of the Archilochean passages is the apparent 
shift of the verb kp&w to kpkw. This form is also found in the editions of Anacreon (PMG 
359.1,428.1) In all these cases a contracted kp6  would scan and is in fact transmitted by 
the codd. at all the loci except IEG 125.2. As Alan Nussbaum has demonstrated in a lec- 
ture delivered at the 1990 East Coast Indo-European Conference, these forms are not the 
result of sound change, but rather hyper-Ionisms created on the analogy Attic ~ a h 6 :  
Ionic rahCw :: kp6  : X, X = kpko. 
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The normal conclusion for lines which begin with this formula is a 
relative clause defining the piya Cpyov as in the three examples just 
cited. The composer of this line, wanting to stick close to this tradition 
and wanting also to express the central idea "which you formerly 
loved," found that the strictly expected *qS zb xpiv y' EpaoOe failed to 
scan and chose to use two artificial forms to fill out the line. For g q ~  
can have little claim to linguistic reality and is obviously created on the 
model 06 : 6011:: 4s: X where X = gq<.12 kp&aoOe on the other hand, 
may best be explained as a replacement, under dire metrical necessity, 
of the athematic CPao@e of the traditional diction by a thematic 
bp&eoOe> kphao0e which may have already existed in the composer's 
everyday speech. This innovative thematic form is also used once by 
Hesiod fr. 30 line 32 

c. The verb did not begin with digamma which would have been 
incompatible with the scansion found at Iliad 16. 208, Hes. fr. 185 line 
14 and fr. 30 line 32. Furthermore the augmented forms in eta, e.g., 
qpazo, are incompatible with the prior existence of an initial digamma. 
If digamma had existed in this verb, then the augmented forms would 
have been *e@azo like, for example, e b v o a  the aorist of bpljo "dig" 
from ~ e p 6 o  ( F E ~ Z ) ~ & Z ODelphi, iv B.c.E.) Finally Cypriote e-re-ra-me- 
nu bpapdpiva (ICS 264.2) in an inscription preserving initial digamma 
argues conclusively against an initial digamma for the root of Bpapat. 

d. The verb belonged to that subclass of verbs which did not show 
lengthening of the final stem vowel before the s of the s-aorist. For 
example, the first alpha of {paocipqv scans unambiguously short at 
Iliad 14.317 066' 6x62' {paocipqv 'Iktoviq< &h6~o to  and Homeric 
Hymn to Aphrodite 57. In this regard {p&o&pqv is exactly parallel to 
bxip&oa, k~ ip&oa ,  etc. Verbs of this sort, it is generally agreed, owe 
the final a vowel of their stems to the prior existence of the second 
laryngeal. Cf., for example, the x ~ p &  of bxip&oa and the K E ~ &of 
k~Sp&oawhich go back to PIE *perh2- and lerh2- respectively.13 

And finally one observation pertaining to semantics: 
e. The verb is not exclusively sexual. Thus the objects of Zpapat 

include war (n6kpo5 11. 9.64, cpljhoxt~ 11. 16.208) and food (H. Dem. 
129 66pxov, H. Hem. 130 rcpia~). Note also that the derived verb 
bpad ro  always has meat (rcpda~) as its object. 

l2 See P. Chantraine, Grammaire hom6rique (Paris 1973) 1.83. 

l3 Chantraine,DELG 517. 
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On the basis of the five insights that can be gleaned from the early 
Greek data we may venture an internal reconstruction, as yet purely 
hypothetical and relying on no external comparative evidence. That is, 
Greek cpa-pat must reflect a Proto-Indo-European root *hlerh2-.I4It is 
noteworthy that this is not one out of many possible reconstructions but 
the sole possibility that can account for the Greek facts. Once we have 

l4 One further detail needs to be addressed. The case has just been made that the root 
*era- can only go back to *h,(e)rh2-and that, as is shown by the aorist stem *eras- the 
final a of the root is the reflex of the second laryngeal. On anyone's theory a vocalic 
could not account for the root shape *era-.For *hi+ could only give er according to 
Rix's law (H. Rix, "Anlautender Laryngal vor Liquida oder Nasalis Sonans im Griech- 
ischen," MSS 27 (1969) 79-110) and #rC- -assuming that PIE had any r- initial roots, 
which is uncertain-could only have given #arc- .  An apparent difficulty for this account 
is presented by the Boeotian and Thessalian kpozo-, inferable from personal names like 
Boet. 'Epoziov,'Epozz15 and Thess. 'Epozoahiaq (Matropolis), F. Bechtel, Die griechis- 
chen Dialekte (Berlin 1921) 1.147, 243. It is clear that the Thessalian and Boeotian form 
kpozo- belongs to that class of forms which have an Aeolic (and sometimes Arcado- 
Cypriot and Mycenaean) oplpo corresponding to Attic-Ionic and West Greek aplpa, e.g., 
Lesbian P p 6 x ~ q  VS. Ppax6~.  See Lejeune, Phondtique 197. In most cases, it is clear that 
"Aeolic" oplpo corresponding to West GreekIAttic-Ionic aplpa reflects Proto-Greek *r. 
How then should the po of kpozo- be explained? Of course, it is logically possible that *r 
became ar/ra in Proto-Greek, and that "Aeolic" changed a of whatever origin to o in the 
vicinity of r. This view, put foward by W. Porzig ("Sprachgeographische Untersuchungen 
zu den altgriechischen Dialekten," IF 61 [I9541 161) among others, even finds a specious 
support in Mycenaean pa-ro, Aeolic d p o ,  i.e., x&peoz~ (Alc. 130 a,12 Voigt) = Attic-
Ionic nap& where the second a is the result of *h,e, the allative case marker. For a discus- 
sion of the reconstruction of the allative see my paper, "Life Everlasting . . ." in MSS 55 
(1996) n. 44. For a different view of the directive/allative case see G. E. Dunkel, "The 
I.E. Directive" in Friih-, Mittel-, Spiitindogenanisch, ed. G. E. Dunkel et al. (Wiesbaden 
1994) 17-36. However, x&po can simply be analogical to 6x6. And Porzig's view is 
refuted by clear cases of a ,  whether from PIE *a or *h,, in the vicinity of p which show 
up unchanged in Aeolic, e.g., ixpziwq (S. 98a10; 123 Voigt) from the root *(h,)ar-"be fit- 
ting" with PIE *a, cf. Hittite ara "(what is) fitting." A further argument against the view 
that a p  > op in "Aeolic" is provided by the fact that initial Attic-IonicIWest Greek ap- 
never corresponds to Aeolic op- d ' p x a p o ~  contra P. Kretschmer, "Etymologisches," ZvS 
36 (1900) 268 (and Myc. o-ka if really equivalent to *6px&, cf. nh6.rapoq - xhomj. See 
F. Aura Jorro, Diccionario Micdnico [Madrid 19931 2.19) is not Aeolic for * a p ~ a p o < ,  
but from an o-grade *h20rgh-. We are led then to the conclusion that kpozo- cannot be 
phonological. As per Peters, "Ein weiteres Fall des Rixisches Gesetz," in Indogenanica 
et Italica ed. G. Meiser (Innsbruck 1993) 380, n. 34, it is most likely that kpozo- is a 
hyper-Aeolism on the basis of the clear pattern West Greek aplpa - Aeolic oplpo. In 
any case, the expected a of Aeolic kpa- is well attested, e.g., Boeot.'Ep&zwv (Tanagra, in 
a pre-Ionic alphabet SGDI 914 III,7), &pazoq (Alc. 296b12 Voigt); k x ~ p a z o ~  (Sapph. 
44.32 Voigt). 
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established this internal reconstruction, the task now becomes to anchor 
it in the comparative evidence. But if there were obvious reflexes of 
Proto-Indo-European *hlerh2-meaning "love" in other Indo-European 
traditions we could be sure that scholars would have pointed them out a 
long time ago. This must mean either that there are no such reflexes or 
that the meaning of these reflexes must be sufficiently different to have 
precluded comparison. First we must turn our attention to semantics. 

Where do words for "love" come from? There is, of course, no one 
semantic source. But consider some selected examples. In Latin, 
diligo, Cicero claims, expresses a milder emotion than amo (Cicero ad 
Brut. 1.1.1): diligit vel, ut k p c p a ~ t ~ h ~ ~ p o vdicam, valde me amat. But 
still this word often occurs simply in the sense "love," e.g., (Plautus 
Amph. 509 [Juppiter to Alcumena]): Satin habes, si feminarum nulla est 
quam aeque diligam? Diligo is, of course, quite clearly a compound of 
the preverb dis- and lego, legere, and should therefore mean as the sum 
of its parts "to take or choose apart." A close relative of this more con- 
crete meaning is apparently preserved in two passages quoted by Non- 
ius 290: Plautus Curc. 424: clupeatus elephantum machaera diligit 
(codd. dissicit); Tit. Com. 84: pemam totam diligit. Compare our own 
colloquial "to take someone apart," meaning "to tear to pieces." 

The semantic evolution must then have been "takes apart (for one- 
self)" > "enjoys" > "loves." Traces of an earlier sense may perhaps be 
felt in examples like Plautus Bacch. 817-818: quem di diligunt, 
adulescens moritur. A very similar development may be seen in San- 
skrit. There one finds the root bhaj-, the exact cognate of Greek cpay~i\, 
"eat." In the active bhajati this verb means "divides," but in the middle 
bhajate it means "divides for oneself, uses, enjoys, loves" as in this 
example from Nala: yadi tvam bhajamiiniirp mdm pratydkhyiisyasi 
mdnada / visam agnim jalam raj~um dsthiisye tava kdraniit "If you will 
reject me who loves (you) I'll kill myself on your account."15 Thus in 
the case of both diligo and bhajate, we find the same semantic develop- 
ment from "divides for oneself' to "loves." 

Upon closer inspection this change of meaning would appear to be a 
two-step one. First, "divides for oneself, takes one's share" leads to 

l5 Literally: I will resort to poison, fire, water, rope on your account. Another partial 
semantic parallel may be provided by Latin amare, if this verb is indeed from the PIE 
root *h,emh,- 'seize' (Skt. (abhi) am' etc.) as 0.Hackstein has suggested, Unter-
suchungen zu den sigmatischen Prasenstammbiidungen des Tocharischen (Gottingen 
1995) 66. 
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"enjoys." This kind of development is very common and finds parallels 
within the classical languages. For example, Greek &noha6w "have 
enjoyment of '  is related to hqicopat "carry off as booty" and Old 
Church Slavonic loviti "~apture."'~ 

The second part of the change from "enjoyment" to "love" may be 
seen in several ways. For example, "I enjoy ping-pong" hardly differs 
from "I love ping-pong." Consider also the case of Greek xpciopat. In 
the perfect, when used with a genitive, this verb means "desires," e.g., 
Odyssey 1.13 (Odysseus): v6ozou K E X P ~ ~ ~ V O V  Cf.(6i: y u v a t ~ 6 ~ .  
Euripides Ph. 359 nazpi60~ 8ptiv. But when used with a dative it 
means "enjoy the use of," e.g., Odyssey 14.420421: o66k ouphzqs 1 
h~j0ez' &p' dt0avcizwv. qpe& y&p ~kxpqz'  dlya05otv. But perhaps we 
may be more specific. In Modem German gebrauchen means "to use" 
but brauchen means "to want, or need." Thus we see from this example 
that the meanings "use" and "want" are distinguished formally merely 
by the presence or absence of the aspectual particle ge- which at one 
time had perfectivizing force. 

In the light of these observations, we might imagine the following 
hypothetical semantic prehistory for our root *hIerh2-. Let us begin by 
assigning an original meaning "divide" to the root *hlerh2-. Let us 
suppose that this root made a middle root-aorist *(6)hlch2-to which, as 
an indirect reflexive middle, meant "divided for oneself' and then 
"enjoyed" (recall the cases of Skt. bhajate and &noha6w). By regular 
sound change this would have become Greek augmented *fipCtzo, 
unaugmented *k!p8zo. The athematic middle root present was a Narten 
present *hl&rh2-toi. l7  This present form, being naturally imperfective or 

l 6  Chantraine, DELG 98. Pokorny, Indogemanisches etymologisches Worterbuch 
(Munich 1959) 655. 

I' A Narten present is an athematic present which shows lenghtened .?-grade of the root 
where a regular athematic present has the e-grade and which shows an e-grade of the root 
where the regular athematic has zero-grade. See most recently Kim McCone, "OIr. -Ic 
'Reaches,' Zthid 'Eats,' Rigid 'Stretches, Directs, Rules' and the PIE 'Narten' Present in 
Celtic," ~ r i u  42 (1991) 1-2. For the co-occurrence of a "regularly" ablauting root-aorist 
beside a Narten present, cf. oeQza~Soph. Tr. 645 < *kyeu-toi vs. Eoouzo < *e-kyu-to; 
xkzopa~- %rrzazo. See M. Peters "Altpersiches aiiyava," Sprache 21 (1975) 3 7 4 2 .  
Similarly J. L. Garcia-Rambn, "Indogermanische Wurzelprasentia und innere Rekon- 
stmktion" in Friih-, Mittel-, Spiitindo~ermanisch, ed. G. E. Dunkel et al. (Wiesbaden 
1994) 71-72. The active of the root aorist *(t-)h1erh2t / (6-)h1rh2-ent is probably infer- 
able from Lithuanian irti, irih "to tear open," (said of an anchor tearing the ground, and of 
a mole). See A. Kurschat Litauisches-Deutsches Worterbuch, ed. W. Wissmann and 
E. Hofmann (Gottingen 1970) 2.752 and Lietuviv Kalbos .&dynas, ed. Z. Jonikaite et al. 
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incompletive aspectually, took on the meaning "to seek to enjoy," and 
hence "to desire sexually or otherwise." This hypothesized develop- 
ment of the present stem is closely parallel to, if not identical with, the 
well known phenomenon of the conative present and imperfect. Con- 
sider, for instance, this example from Isocrates (6.12): zavzfiv [zfiv 
66kav] n~ieovmv I\@< &nopaktv "They seek to persuade us to get 
rid of that glory." Or consider the familiar case of the verb cjvdopat "to 
buy,'' which regularly means "to seek to buy" in the present and imper- 
fect. Next we may suppose that as soon as the meaning of the present 
was no longer decomposable as "seek to enjoy," but simply meant 
"desire," a new s-aorist was created replacing the old root-aorist in 
order to carry the new meaning "desire" into the aorist stem.18 

This hypothesis, to my mind plausible enough in view of the paral- 
lels, will, of course, convince no one in the abstract. What one wants is 
to be able to point clearly to the other members of the family of 
*hlerh2-"divide" both in other Indo-European languages and, crucially, 
within Greek itself. 

Outside of Greek, the language which provides the most information 
about laryngeals is, of course, Hittite. If our hypothetical root *hlerh2-

(Vilna 1957) 4.142 irti 3, definition 3. For the derivation of a -ye-/-yo- present from a root 
aorist in Lithuanian, cf. diriu "flay" vs. Sanskrit cidar < *(t-)der-t. See C. Stang, Ver- 
gleichende Grammatik der baltischen Sprachen (Oslo 1966) 355. Derivatives of the tran- 
sitive iriu by means of the productive Baltic intransitive-present-forming nasal infix and 
the intransitive-present-forming suffix -st- are seen in irti, present inru, jrd, i n u ,  and 
irtstu "dissolve," "fall to pieces." See Stang, 342. 

The present %papat must be reconstructed with a full grade since *h,[h,C- would 
have given Proto-Greek *kp& as Paul Wilson has shown, A Linguistic and Philological 
Study of Selected Greek Verb Forms, diss. Cornell University (1993) 11. 

l 8  For the extension or replacement of a root-aorist by an s-aorist form, cf. yihav (Alc. 
349c Voigt) "they broke into laughter" > kyLhcloav. See F. Specht, "Griechische Mis- 
zellen," ZvS 62 (1 936) 222. A very similar set of developments may be seen in the case 
of the verb(s) Zxpa(F)ov "attacked and ~ p a 6 o  "graze:' Cypr. ~ p a 6 o p a t  "touch upon." 
In this case, it seems we must start with the aorist Zxpa(~)ov. Cf. Latin ingruo, ingrui 
"fall upon" < *en-ghraw-. The present stem built to this root by means of the -ye-/-yo- 
suffix was ~pa(,c)-ye-. For a -ye-/-yo- present beside a thematic aorist cf. Gaiw < *dawye-
"to set on fire" - aor. Ga(F)o- inferable from the Homeric subjunctive 6&11zat. The pre- 
sent had imperfective meaning, e.g, "attack incompletely" whence "graze." Once this 
meaning was no longer analyzable as derived, the present pa(^)-ye- was cut loose and 
formed a new s-aorist, after which, in turn, the expected phonological outcome of the pre- 
sent stem, viz. * ~ p a i o ,  was remodelled to xpado. In this case, in contrast to the hypoth- 
esized case of &papat, the original athematic aorist survived side by side with the new s- 
aorist. 
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were to turn up in Hittite in the zero-grade, i.e., *hIch2-, it would come 
out as arb-. The preconsonantal e-grade, i.e., *hlerh2C-, following the 
phonology of Melchert, would also come out as *arb-C. Cf. walbzi 
"strikes" < *welh2-ti.l9 

Now it so happens that in Old Hittite we find a noun arbdsYZO (com-
mon gender) which means "border" ( =Cuneiform Luvian irba-, Hiero- 
glyphic Luvian irha-) and is replaced in Later Hittite by irba-. This 
noun belongs to the Hittite equivalent of the thematic declension, but 
derivatives like arabziya- "external, foreign" and arahzena- (same 
meaning) suggest that ar@$ was originally an athematic root noun.21 
The derivation of a word for "border" from a verbal root meaning 
"divide" is self-evident and well-paralleled. To cite a well known 
example, Old Irish crich "boundary" is a derivative of the root seen in 
Greek ~ p i v o  and Latin c e r n ~ . ~ ~  Latin, as has been known now for some 
time, has a close relative of Hittite arbdS in dra "border, seacoast."23 
&a has, in fact, nothing to do with ds, dris "mouth", and cdram < 
*ko-dr-am "face to face," which has been supposed to support the exis- 
tence of an a-stem derivative of ds, simply owes its -am to the very 
nearly synonymous palam "openly."24 Instead dra can best be under- 
stood as a vzddhi derivative of the o-grade of the Italic descendant of 

l9  For the elimination of the possibility that the final _h of Anatolian *arb- is from h,, 
see H. Craig Melchert, Anatolian Historical Phonology (Amsterdam 1994) 72-73. For 
the pre-Proto-Anatolian change of e to a before Rh,C-, see Melchert, Anatolian 83-84. 
The phonological development of arb and its congeners is dealt with on p. 84. Sara Kim- 
ball, on the other hand, who kindly sent me a pre-print version of her paper "The Phono- 
logical Pre-history of Some Hittite mi-conjugation Verbs," MSS 53 (1994) 89, prefers to 
explain the non-assimilation of the laryngeal from a zero-grade *h,:h2/3-. As for the 
problematic vocalism of irba-/irha/, Melchert believes that the vocalism is derived from 
the denominative verb irbd(i)- "make a circuit" < *erh,dHye/o- which requires that the 
change of pre-tonic e to i be Proto-Anatolian. Kimball, on the other hand, argues that 
irha- may in fact be phonologized as /&-ha/, and that this form, together with Hiero- 
glyphic Luvian irha-, points to a Proto-Anatolian vcddhi derivative *h,t?rhZl36-.I leave it 
to the experts to decide between these two alternative hypotheses. In any case, either 
reconstruction is perfectly compatible with our extra-Anatolian hypotheses. 

20 Plene spelling of the stem vowel in er-ha-a-aJ KUB XIX 37 I1 23 (Neo-Hittite). 
21 See Melchert, Studies in Historical Hittite Phonology (Gottingen 1984) 137. 
22 See Vendryes, Lexique &ymologique de l'irlandais ancien (henceforth = LEIA), C, 

ed. E. Bachellery and P.-Y. Lambert (Paris 1987) C.234-235. 
23 E. Laroche, "Correspondances lexicales hittites latines et grecques," RPh 4212 

(1968) 246-247. 
24 See A. Walde and J. B. Hoffmann, Lateinisches etymologisches Worterbuch (Heidel-

berg 1938) 272. 
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the PIE root-noun which is also reflected by Hittite arbrSS. We may 
therefore reconstruct an original root-noun nominative *hlorh2s which 
ablauted with e-grade *hlerh2- in the oblique cases. Nouns of this sort 
are regularly feminine result-nouns of the verbs from which they are 
derived.25 Our root-noun would then have meant in the first instance 
"that which results from a division" and therefore "border." Hittite 
appears to have a thematized derivative of this root-noun, whereas Latin 
has used the o-grade as the basis for a vcddhi derivative *hldrh20- "per- 
taining to the border" which was then substantivized as *hldrh2eh2 > 
dra with originally collective force.26 For the survival of vcddhi in Italic 
as a productive process one may compare sacrum - sdcer, i-stem (Pl. 
Men. 290 etc.) = Umbrian saakri- < *siikri- as in porci sucres "pigs 
which belong to the sacrum, 'the sacred rite'." For the substantiviza- 
tion of a vcddhi adjective as a feminine a-stem, cf. Grk. @a27"sheep-
skin" < *6wi-o- derived from 6 ~ t ~ . ~ ~  

25 J. Schindler, "L'apophonie des noms-racines:' BSL 67 (1972) 36. 
26 For the ablaut grade of the Hittite, see above n. 19. For the collective force of vcddhi 

derivatives, cf. Skt. pdriu- " r i b  - pdrivd- "rib cage." See A. Debrunner, Altindische 
Grammatik (Gottingen 1954) 2.2.105. 

27 This accentuation is given in Theognostus, but the word is attested from the fifth- 
century comic poet Hermippus. 

28 Another probable example of an Italic or Latin vcddhi derivative is hira "intestine" 
pl. "guts" with a dialectal i in place of a Roman Latin 6. See F. Solmsen, "Beitrage zur 
Geschichte der lateinischen Sprache," ZvS 34 (1897) 2. This word belongs to the same 
family as the first part of haru-spex. Latin haru- Skt. hira- m. "band," hira' f. "vein," and 
Greek ~ o p w ,  etc. (see Walde-Hoffmann [above, n. 241 635, 649.) all point to a root of 
the shape *Zherh,- with the Greek form exhibiting de Saussure's law of non-vocalization 
of a laryngeal in the vicinity of a resonant and an o-grade (see M. Peters, Untersuchungen 
zur Vertretung der indogermanischen Laryngale im Griechischen (Vienna 1980) 95). 
Since we are dealing with an indubitable short-vowel set root, *hem can only be 
explained as a vrddhi derivative of *gherh,-, perhaps with originally collective meaning. 
This vcddhi derivative does not seem to have any parallels outside of Latin. Albanian 
zorre "intestines," contra Solmsen, is probably from *gwerh,neh, and not *gherhpeh,. 
See Martin Huld, Basic Albanian Etymologies (1983) 54. 

Latin has one other piece of evidence that seems to me to confirm the idea that Latin 
ora "border" and therefore Hittite ar@S are, in fact, derived from a verbal root meaning 
"divide." This is the word ora, which is traditionally glossed as "rope." Making a con- 
nection between the meaning of ora, and ora, has always been difficult. But consider the 
attestation of ora, : 

Liv. 22.19.10 alii resolutis oris in ancoras evehuntuq alii ancoralia incidunt 
Liv. 28.36.1 1 orasque et ancoraspraecidunt 
Quint. Znst. 4.2.41 sublatae sunt ancorae solvimus oras 
Quint.Inst. Praef. 3 oram solventibus bene precemur 
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It is also probable that Celtic preserves a member of the family of 
*hlerh2- in Old Irish or m. "border," Welsh or f. "border," eirion-yn, 
Old Breton orion, Mod. Bret. erien with internal i-affection from 
* o ~ y o n o - . ~ ~These forms, although mentioned in this connection 
before,30 have not been seriously considered, presumably because of 
the belief that the Celtic words were somehow borrowings either from 
Latin dra, as Thurneysen suggested, or from OE or or ora, as Pokorny 
believed.31 Neither of these theories is very compelling. As for the idea 
that Celtic or is from Latin dra, one may note that Latin o is normally 
represented as lia/6 in Irish and as u in Welsh. cf. (h)dra - OIr. liar, 
older dr (f. a-stem) "time" ;Latin scdpa > OIr. scliap f., Welsh ysgub f. 
Even in the peculiar case of the learned borrowing of Latin drdd as Oh. 
ord, Welsh accurately reflects the length of the Latin d in urdd. There 
is, to my knowledge, no case where an accented Latin d is borrowed as 
a short o in all the Celtic languages. Another argument against a Latin 
origin is provided by the masculine inflection of or in Irish. Of course, 
the real motivation for Thurneysen's loanword theory is the erroneous 
belief that Latin dra is from *dsa. Turning to the supposed Old English 

Notice that an ora is not just any rope but specifically a ship's release rope. Starting from 
the historically attested meaning of oral it is hard to arrive at this very specific meaning 
of ora,. But if we start from a verbal root *h,erh2-"divide, cut apart" we may suppose 
that the ora was the rope that was cut apart or untied in order to release the ship. Cf. for 
the semantic development from "cut" to "untie" Skt. luna'ti "cut" vs. Latin solvo, Grk. 
h60 (Pokorny, Indogermanisches 681). Note that in all four attestations of this word it is 
governed by a verb meaning 'release' or 'cut.' There is no mention of tying up the orae 
as one might have expected if ora meant simply rope for the tying up of a ship at dock. 
As for the morphology of o r a ,  it is worth pointing out that, although the Oxford Latin 
Dictionary 1262 marks the o of the first syllable as long, we have no real evidence that 
this is the case. The word is not attested in poetry, does not survive in the Romance lan- 
guages, and does not occur in any compounds which would not show vowel weakening if 
the first vowel were long. Nothing but the idea that this word is somehow an extended use 
of ora, requires us to assume a long initial vowel. Since this is the case, we are free to 
assume that the first syllable of ora, is short. The morphological analysis of ora, would 
then be clear, i.e, it would be an o-grade deverbal noun from the verb *hlerh2-"that 
which is cut" with secondary concretization. This is the well known zoyi-type. Admit-
tedly, the semantic development from "that which is cutluntied to "release rope" is 
highly peculiar, and would probably be beyond plausibility, if not for the striking unanim- 
ity of the contexts. Perhaps this sense of ora is a feature of sailor's slang. 

29 J. Vendryes, LEIA (Paris 1960) 0 .26  with refs. 
30Laroche does mention the Irish form. 
31  Pokomy, Indogemnanisches 784. 
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source, we may note that OE or  n., which also has a long vowel, means 
not "border" but "beginning," glossing Latin i n i t i ~ r n . ~ ~  Ora, a mascu- 
line n-stem, on the other hand, does mean "border" and translates Latin 
Gra from which it is clearly a relatively late borrowing. For the transfer 
of a Latin a-stem feminine to the masculine n-stem declension, cf. OE 
gloria -an m. < Latin gloria.33 Thus the loan hypotheses for Irish or are 
rather unlikely. It is much simpler to say that OIr. or m. is from < 
*hlorh20s "divider." 

We find other probable members of the family of *hlerh2- in Lithua- 
nian irti, inrh "dissolve oneself' < "divide oneself up," and irti, irid 
"tear open" the accents of which point to a root-final laryngeal.34 

Let me summarize the argument so far: on internal grounds alone, 
the Greek root kpa- must go back to PIE *hlerh2-. On the basis of par- 
allel semantic developments, it has been shown that verbal roots mean- 
ing "divide, cut for oneself' can develop to "enjoy" and finally "seek to 
enjoy, love." Hittite ar@S "border," Latin dra, and Old Irish or can all 
be taken as nominal reflexes of a root *hlerh2- "divide" of which 
Lithuanian irti preserves a primary-looking verbal form. 

But one would like to point to a member of the family of this root 
*hlerh2- "divide" in Greek which would confirm that this root did, in 
fact, survive into Greek with the meaning "divide." Such a form does 
indeed exist. And this is, I believe, Epavo~ "a meal to which each con- 
tributed his share." The connection between &pavo< and Epaya~ has 
already been tentatively suggested by Risch, and formally there is not 
the slightest problem in taking &pavo5 from *hlerh2-nos.35 But Risch 
made no attempt to justify the divergence in meaning and since an &pa- 
v o ~is clearly not a "love feast," no one seems to have followed him in 
this interpretation. But if the original meaning of the root *hlerh2- was 
"divide," then the case of k'pavo~ would be exactly paralleled by 
another Greek banquet name: Gai5which is a derived from the root of 
Gaioyat "divide, distribute, feast on." An Epavo~ is then the reciprocal 
mirror image of a GatG. Whereas in the latter everyone gets his share, in 
the former everyone gives his share.36 

32 See J. Bosworth and T. N. Toller,An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (Oxford 1882) 763. 
33 See A. Campbell, Old English Grammar (Oxford 1959) 219. At Ps. Spl. 132.2 on 

oran his hregles translates in oram vestimenti. 
34 See above, n. 17. 
35 E. Risch, Wortbildung der homerischen Sprache2 (Berlin 1974) 98. For the forma- 

tion cf. &voS < *wds-nosto the verbal root *wos-/wes-"buy" seen in Hittite wcIS- "buy." 
36 Another etymology, first suggested by K. Bmgmann, "Wortgeschichtliche 
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Finally, I would tentatively add Zpq to this family. The personal 
name 'Aycpfip~zo~ shows that the -i-stem accusative Zptv is older than 
the -d-stem Zpt6a,37 and nothing formal stands in the way of assuming 
that Zpq is from *hl&rh2-is. The specialization of meaning from "divi- 
sion" to "quarrel" is a. very slight change and well-paralleled, for exam- 
ple, by Old Norse deila "quarrel" from the verb deila "divide, deal."38 
Within Greek itself we find Gfipt~ "contest, battle" which is a derivative 
of the verb Gkpw "flay." The antipodal Zpw~ and Zp t~  then, would share 
a common root in linguistic prehistory, as they do so often in the human 
psyche. 

PART THREE: Cpepo~ 

Coming to Y ~ E ~ o s ,  the third member of Scopas' triad, we would 
seem to be faced with a non-problem from the point of view of etymol- 
ogy. Chantraine, although somewhat uneasy, is willing to take a chance 
on the hypothesis of Bally who would take Cpepo~ as a back-formation 
from the verb ipeipw which, in turn, Bally derives from *sismeryii, a 
reduplicated present formation to the root *smer-"think about," cf. Skt. 
smarati "thinks about, lusts." Frisk likes the hypothesis of Curtius, 
mentioned also by Chantraine, who wanted to derive Cpepo~ from the 
root *h2is-"want" found among other places in Skt. icehati "wishes." 
But he too eventually decides in favor of Bally's suggestion. So we 
have here two competing theories each considered plausible enough to 
be mentioned in each of the two standard etymological dictionaries. 
But the problem with these two theories is that neither of them can be 

Miszellen," IF 13 (1902) 155-157, connects Epavoq with qpa"favor" < *werh,-, cf. Hit- 
tite warra- "help." There is no positive evidence for the prior existence of a digamma in 
this form, nor, on the other hand, is there any evidence which would conclusively rule out 
a digamma. In any case, the meaning of &pavoq with its emphasis on shared contribu- 
tions is not well explained by this alternative etymology. 

37 Chantraine, DELG 372. Another member of the family of *h,erh,- in Greek may be 
found in kp&o~qkLEiv 'to quiz, to talk lightly,' if the original meaning of this verb was 
originally 'to incite discord' as suggested by J .  Wackernagel, "Miszellen zur griechischen 
Grammatik," Kleine Schrtjien 1 (Gottingen 1953) 736. For a different view on the prehis- 
tory of &PISsee Jean Haudry, "Altinisch ari-, griechisch &PIG," in Indogermanica et Ital- 
ica Festschriftfur Helmut Rix zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. Gerhard Meiser (Innsbruck 1993) 
169-189. 

38 See Chantraine, DELG 364, and J. deVries, Altnordisches etymologisches Worter- 
buch (Leiden 1961) 75. 
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correct. The simple argument which applies equally well to both 
accounts is this: both Bally's derivation of i!pepo< from *sismeros and 
Curtius's derivation of rpepo~ from *h2is-meros assume the prior exis- 
tence of an s before the m in the first syllable of this word. By regular 
Greek sound law, the sequence -VsmV- regularly lost the s together with 
a compensatory lengthening of the preceding For example, 
Proto-Greek *esmi (= Sanskrit a'smi) became Attic-Ionic eipi, Severe 
Doric 4pi. But the outcome of sequences like -VsmV- was, of course, 
not the same in all Greek dialects. In Aeolic, sequences of this sort did 
not undergo compensatory lenghtening, but rather assimilated the s to 
the following m, giving -VmmV-. For example, Sappho and Alcaeus 
say E p p ~ . ~ ~  It is clear then that if either of the etymologies which are on 
the books for ?pep05 was correct, then we would expect to find 
*Cppepo~in Sappho and Alcaeus exactly parallel to Epp~ corresponding 
to Attic-Ionic eipi, Severe Doric $pi. No such form occurs. i'pepo~ 
and its derivatives occur frequently in the Lesbian poets: in Sappho 
?pep05 95.1 1 Voigt (= P. Berol. 9722 fol. 4), 96.16 (P. Berol. 9722 fol. 
5), 13 7.3 (P. Oxy. 1787 fr. lo), 78.3, ipkppo 112.4,1.27, iykpoev 31.5, 
~ ~ E P ~ . ( ~ W V O <136; in Alcaeus ipkppo 73.5 Voigt (= P. Oxy. 1234 fr. 3), 
130b3 (= P. Oxy. 2165 fr. 1 col. 111), 117b5. There is not one trace in 
all these instances of the spelling *i'ppepo<. It is true that the support- 
ers of the Bally hypothesis could claim that an original Aeolic 
*ijlpepo< was replaced by Attic rpepo~ in every case, but the cases of 
Alcaeus 73.5 (=  P. Oxy. 1234 fr. 3) and Alcaeus 130b3 (= P. Oxy. 2165 
fr. 1 col. 3) offer particularly strong arguments against this view. Here 

39 The forms ibpepa . zh siq zobs ~ a e a p p o 6 ~  zobs ~ a e a p -  (Hsch.); ioykpa . zb 
p065 (Theognost. Can. 14); i'yepa - crre-zh npbq zob5 ~ a e a p p o b q  cpsp6psva &vet1 ~ a i  
cpavhpaza (Hsch.) which have sometimes been cited in support of the derivation of 
i ' p ~ p o ~from *ismero-,e.g., by W. Prellwitz, Etymologisches Worterbuch der griechischen 
Sprache (Gottingen 1892) 130, are quite irrelevant, not only for semantic reasons, but 
also for phonetic ones, since no Greek dialect preserves any trace of a sequence of the 
type -VsmV- which is not the result of analogical restoration. These forms are most prob- 
ably to be explained as loanwords from some Anatolian language. Cf. Hittite iSmeri- n. 
"bridle, rein." 

Incidentally, it is interesting to note that there is also a near homophone of &pos 
which also has the meaning "wreath (EM 379): "Epoq. 6 ozkcpavos xaph Nt~asGcrtv k~ 
x&vzov dtvekov TO?< vkmcr~ xoXo6p~voq. AS M. Kwintner has suggested to me (p.c.), 
this form is best taken as a derivative of the verbal root *ser- "to string" (Grk. s b w ,  Latin 
sero) For the meaning, cf. Latin serta. 

40 Sapph. 31.15 Voigt, Alc. 306A Voigt. See Lejeune, Phonitique 122. 

http:112.4,1.27
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we are faced with two verbal forms, the infinitive iykppqv (73.5) and 
the participle iyippwv (117b5), which show the expected Aeolic pp 
from earlier * ~ y ,whereas Attic with metathesis has iyeipo. One would 
have to suppose that the editor had before him an Ur-Aeolic 
*iyykppo41 which he decided to Atticize by changing iyy to iy- but 
leaving the equally Aeolic pp untouched: a very unlikely hypothesis.42 
Furthermore, names derived from the stem iyep- are attested for Les- 
bian ('Iyepia, Mytilene, iii B.C.E.; Eiyepiov, Mytilene ii B.C.) and again 
no trace of the yy required for the hypothesis either of Bally or of Cur- 
tius is found.43 

This objection deals a serious blow to all previous accounts.44 A new 
theory must begin from the realization that Aeolic has rpepo~, with one 
y, and that the long i of the first syllable cannot be of secondary origin 
and therefore must go back to Proto-Greek. On this basis, one sees that 
the only possible mechanical reconstruction of ?yepo< is *sihperos. 
We must reconstruct initial s to account for the rough breathing, since 
the other possible source of initial rough breathing, i.e., *hg-,  would 
produce an unlikely, and probably impossible, Proto-Indo-European 
root shape. We must reconstruct some laryngeal to account for the 
Proto-Greek length of the first syllable. And since there are no PIE 
roots of the shape siHm-, a morpheme boundary must lie between the 
laryngeal and the m, and consequently we must recognize that the root 
of this form must be *sihx-. 

Having gotten this far on formal considerations alone, let us turn to 
the semantics of Cpepo~ and its family. There is undoubtedly a fair 
amount of synonymy between rpepo< and & p o ~ .  For example, we find 

4 1  The form ipkppo is also quoted by the grammarian Herodian 111.2.949 as an exam- 
ple of Aeolic pp. He says nothing about the first syllable. 

42 On the contrary, we find in our texts of the Lesbian poets many cases of hyper- 
Aeolic pp which have no etymological justification, e.g., v 6 1 1 ~ a  Sapph. 60.3 Voigt (= P. 
Oxy. 1787 fr. 44); ~ h G p p a  Alc. 119.1 1 Voigt (= P. Oxy. 1788 fr. 15). See A. Thumb and 
A. Scherer, Handbuch der griechische Dialekte (Heidelberg 1959) 2.81. 

43 See R. Hodot, Le dialecte kolien d'Asie (Paris 1990) 65 and P. M. Fraser and 
E. Matthews, A Lexicon of Greek Personal Names (Oxford 1987) 204. It is also notewor- 
thy that Pliny the Elder N.H. 5.139 reports that ' I p e p ~ i  was a poetic name for the island 
of Lesbos. This form, of course, tells us nothing about the correct Aeolic form of the stem 
in question. 

44 Lejeune, Phonktique, has also made precisely the same observation, 122 n. 1: "Les 
formes lesbiennes ?pep05 ipkppw rkpondant i hom. i'pepoq ipeipo rendent douteuses 1' 
explication par *ismero-et la parent6 avec Skt. ismah." 
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Ypepos y6o~o (11. 23.153) as well as Epo< y6ov (11. 24.227), Ypepo~ 
oizov (11. 11.89) and gpo< oizo~o (Od. 24.489). ipepz6~ (11. 2.751) is 
an adjective describing places just as is kpaz6~ (H. Apoll. 477). But 
there is at least within the early Greek epic a crucial difference. Con- 
sider the following points: 

1. i pepo~is often said to be stirred up by someone's words (the verb 
used is hpoe, Od. 4.1 13, 4.183; 11. 23.14, 23.108, 23.153) or thrown 
into someone's evp& by a god (11. 3.139; H.Aphr: 45, 53, 73, 143). 
This is never the case for Epo~. 

2. When an attack of g p o ~  is over, the formulaic way to express this 
is: a6zhp kzei ~ 6 0 1 0 ~  k6qz60~k c  Zpov EVZO (11. 1.469 etc.). But ~ a i  
when Ypepo~ is over, it is not expelled but rather leaves of its own 
accord, e.g., 11. 24.514: ~ a ioi &zb zpazi6wv 8he'  Ypepo~ 46' &nb 
piwv.  

N. van der Ben has recently argued, to my mind persuasively, that 
Ypepo~ differs from zpo< in that the former usually requires immediate 
satisfaction and cannot be refused.45 So for example in the Homeric 
Hymn to Aphrodite, the feeling of Epo< takes hold of Anchises at line 
91 after seeing the goddess (Ayxioqv 6' &e?kv). But then after line 
143 when Aphrodite puts Ypepo~ in his evp6< by means of her speech 
(Gs eizoGoa eeh y h v ~ i ) ~  Ypepov Zppak evp@), he proclaims that he 
must sleep with her immediatedly and will not be prevented by any god 
or mortal (149-151): 04 z q  gzetza ee&v o6ze 0vqz&v dcvepwzwv I 
kv06.6~pe ~ X T ) ~ E L  vGv.zpiv ofj cpth6zqz~ p t f i v a ~  I a 6 z i ~ a  

What these points boil down to is this: Epo< is desire conceived of as 
subject-internal in its origin and its end. Ypepo~, on the other hand, is a 
compulsive desire of external origin. 

This compulsive and external character of Ypepo< fits well with its 
use in contexts of love magic. The most famous example occurs in 
Iliad 14, the A t b ~  &z&zq, where Hera goes to Aphrodite and asks for 
her magical girdle in which ?pepo< abides (11. 14.216 bv 6' Ypepo~). 
And when Zeus expresses his feelings for the magically enhanced Hera 
he says (328): (never have I loved any woman) wsoko v6v gpapa~  ~ a i  
pe y h v ~ i ) ~  ?pepo< aipe?. The contrast here between the middle subject- 
oriented Zpapat and the use of i j lepo~ as the subject of an active verb 
nicely contrasts the essential difference between the two words, but 

45 N. van der Ben, "Hymn to Aphrodire 36291. Notes on the Pars Epica of the Home-
ric Hymn to Aphrodire," Mn 39 (1986) 10-1 1. 
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naturally, given the early epic overdetermined way of thinking about 
causation, the feelings of :pep05 and Zpo~  were not mutually exclusive. 

Another example is probably to be seen on the famous Nestor cup: 

The contents of the cup, it seems, were imagined as a love potion which 
gripped whoever drank from it with a compulsive desire.46 

In the light of these formal and semantic arguments about ?pepo~, 
the root *sih,-, which internal reconstruction alone has led us to, must 
be identified with the PIE root *seh2i-l*sih2-"to bind" (Sanskrit asat 
"bound," Hittite iihai, iihiyanzi "binds," etc.). The reasons for this are 
as follows: 

1. The magical power of binding is very well established for the 
ancient world-and for the modem world as well if we just think about 
our own idiom spellbind and spellbound. In Greek 6ko "bind," Kaza-
680 "bind down" frequently mean "cast a spell" in dejixiones which 
are, of course, known as ~az&Geopot (Artem. 1.77) in Greek. Particu- 
larly noteworthy is the occurrence of this metaphor in magical aphro- 
disiac contexts, e.g., Papyri Graecae Magicae XV:47 'EntGljow oe 
Nyhr. . . . &hhh ( P L ~ L ~ ~ ~ E I S  And, this is also very pe Kanezohivav. 
familiar from Virgil's Eclogue 8.78: necte Amarylli, mod0 et "Veneris" 
dic "vincula necto." The image of the bond of love is also found out- 
side of explicitly magical contexts, e.g., in Anacreon fr. 346 P with the 
restoration of Lobel, 6eop[&v z&v] ~ahEn&v 61' 'Aqp06izq[v and 
many other Greek poets. 

2. The root *seh2i-l*sih2- does have other representatives in 
Greek-namely, the family of i y & ~  "strap, lash" and its derivatives, 
ipovt& "well rope," ip&ooo, and i p & o ~ o"lash." ip&< is from 
*sih2-mp-,a nearly exact cognate of Hittite iihiman- "rope." But, more 

46 On the form of this "curse" and the necessity of taking this text as a magical aphro- 
disiacal spell, see Christopher A. Faraone, "Taking the 'Nestor's Cup Inscription' Seri-
ously: Erotic magic and Conditional Curses in the Earliest Inscribed Hexameters," forth- 
coming in Classical Antiquity. Many thanks to Professsor Faraone, who was kind enough 
to send me a manuscript version of this paper. Thanks also to Andrew Garrett and Leslie 
Kurke for bringing this valuable work to my attention. 

47 On this text, see Christopher A. Faraone, "The 'Performative Future' in Three Hel- 
lenistic Incantations and Theocritus' Second Idyll," CP 90 (1995) 10. 
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than the bare fact of the existence of this root in Greek, it is interesting 
to note that the connections of this root with magic and, indeed, erotic 
magic can be clearly shown. Part of the evidence comes from a well 
known sixth-century inscription in the Elean dialect (Buck no. 61).48 
The inscription regulates the exaction of penalties and the officials in 
charge of exacting them. Towards the end of this inscription we find 
the curious provision: cd c k  z t ~zbv aiztaOkvza ClKaitiv i p d l o ~ o ~ ,  kv 
za i  c e ~ a p v a i a t  K' kvk~o[tz]o,ai , r ~ t < 6 ~ipdlo~ol  "If anyone imask-s 
someone accused in a matter of fines, let him be held to a fine of ten 
minas, if he imask-s knowingly." These lines have proved problemati- 
cal, since the limitation ai FEI@< i p d l o ~ o ~must mean that the punish- 
able action in question could be committed unwittingly. For example, 
in a fifth-century inscription from Teos those who wittingly shelter 
pirates are punished by death ( h q ~ o z h ~  6no6k~otzoe i 6 h ~ ) . ~ ~It is easy 
enough to see how one could unwittingly shelter pirates, but how could 
one unwittingly flog someone, to follow LSJ's translation of imaskei? 
On the other hand, we know from Demosthenes' speech against Aristo- 
geiton (26.80) that at least some forms of magic were prohibited by 
law, in fact, punishable by death.50 Furthermore, we know that one of 
the commonest sorts of dejixiones was one intended to cast a spell on 
one's legal opponent. So the use of magic against an a iz~aokvza 
would hardly be surprising. And finally, we know from Plutarch's little 
essay nepi zkv ~ a z a p a o ~ a i v e t v  kyopkvov that it was entirely possi- 
ble for some people to cast an evil eye despite their best intentions. 
Thus fathers could unwittingly give their children the evil eye, and 
Eutelidas is said to have cast a spell on himself. As Plutarch says, 
K I V O ~ ~ E V O I6' 0 6 z q  8 n e ( ~ 6 ~ a o t v06x 8 P06hOvza1 not06olv. In the 
light of these observations it seems probable that the relevant lines of 
the Elean inscription should be translated: "if anyone 'spellbinds' 
someone in a matter of fines, let him be held to a fine of ten minas, if he 
'spellbinds' knowingly." 

This example proves the relevance of the root *sih2-to magical con- 
texts in Greek, but another, much better known passage demonstrates 

48 C. D. Buck, The Greek Dialects (Chicago 1955) 260. 

49 Buck, Greek Dialects 187. 


z iv  cpappadSa ra i  a6zjv ra i  zb yivoq n&v & n e ~ z ~ ~ v a z & .  
Note that the phrasing is 
clearly drawn from a law. Cf. the punishment of those who make cpappara Sqkqzipta in 
a Teian law: KEVOV &n6kkuo0at rat aczbv rai  ykvo~ zb ~ 6 ~ 6 .  Buck, Greek Dialects 
186. 
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the specifically love-magical use of the same root. For ip&q is precisely 
the vox propria for the magical garment of Aphrodite which Hera bor- 
rows in Book 14 of the Iliad in order to seduce Zeus (14.214-217): 

'H, uai  &nb oz$3eocptv khzioa~o K E ~ T ~ Vil.l&v~a 

notm'hov, EvOa TE oi O E ~ U T ( P I ~n&vza z i ~ u u z o .  

Eve' Evt pkv cpth67r~q, kv 6' ilp~poq, kv 6' 6apto~i)q 

n&pcpaot<,f l ~ 'E K ~ ~ W EV ~ O VR ~ K C In&p(PPOVE~VZWV.  


Further considerations of morphology lead us to another previously 
unidentified member of the family of *seih2-/*sih2- in Greek. As I 
noted above, *sih2-mero-, the ancestor of ilp~poq, must have a mor- 
pheme boundary between sih2- and -mero-. But this observation natu- 
rally leads to the question what is -mero-? Now there is no identifiable 
simple suffix -mero- in Greek or elsewhere, and this leads us to the pos- 
sibility that -mero- is a thematic derivative of an originally athematic 
suffix *-mer-. This athematic suffix *-mer- could be compared with the 
suffix -pap from *-m: seen in ~ k u p a p .  ~ k u p a p ,  though it is indeclinable 
in Greek, once belonged to -r/-n-stems. Cf. also 4-pap, -aToc,, Arme- 
nian awr "day" < * d m ~ r . ~ '  to4-pap, -azoq is clearly a *-m;/-men-stem 
the root *h2ehl,3- seen in Palaic hdri "is warm."52 For the semantics, cf. 
Germanic *dagaz "day" - Skt. dahati "burns."53 Nouns with complex 
-r/-n- suffixes inflect pr~terokinetically.~~ In our particular case then, 
the -r/-n-stem ancestor of ilp~poq must have looked like this: 

nom. acc. s&h2i-mc 
gen. ~ i h ~ - m & n - s ~ ~  

and would have been a verbal abstract meaning "magical binding." A 
particularly interesting and close parallel to our reconstructed 
-m:/-men-stem from a "long diphthongWli-present root meaning "bind 
would be Hittite tiyam(m)ar "rope" from the root *dehl(i)- if this is not 

'' See Chantraine, DELG 412.
''The evidence for this root and form is presented by H. Craig Melchert, "Notes on 

Palaic,"ZvS 97 (1984) 4244. 
53 deVries, Almordisches 72. 
54 J .  Schindler, "L'apophonie des themes indo-europ6ens en -r/n," BSL 70 (1975) 9-10. 
55 For the laryngeal metathesis, see W. Winter, "Tocharian Evidence," Evidence for 

Laryngeals, ed. W. Winter (The Hague 1965) 191-192. 
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merely an inner-Hittite replacement of an original neuter -men stem as 
Melchert has suggested.56 From an -r/-n-stem like the one we have 
reconstructed there are two ways of making a derivative meaning 
"spellbinding" (adjective). First, one may add the thematic vowel -0- to 
the r variant of the stem.57 Examples of this sort are very commonly, 
but not exclusively, found in compounds, e.g., *we'dOr "water" > *udr6-
"having the water" (Skt. udrd-, "aquatic animal," Mod. Eng. otter). 
From the -mc/-men-stem above one gets by this process and with gen- 
eralization of the zero-grade of the root *sih2mer6- "attractive" or 
"spellbinding," then by substantivization with accent shift r p ~ p o ~  
"spellbinding (force)."58 For the full grade of the suffix combined with 
the r variant in a derivative of an -r-/+stem, cf. tqpap.  For 
the accent shift with substantivization compare hrG~oq "white f i s h  vs. 
h r u ~ 6 ~"white," and to demonstrate that the nominalizing accent shift 
could move the accent from the last syllable to the first syllable of a 
three syllable word, cf. G o h t ~ 6 ~  "the long course." "long" vs. 6 6 h t ~ o ~  

If the adjective which I have reconstructed had survived into the his- 
torical period as *ip~p6q "spellbinding, attractive," it would have 
undergone Wheeler's law of accent retraction whereby oxytone words 
of dactylic shape shift the accent one syllable to the left.59 Thus 
*ip~p6q would have become *ipdpoq.60 Compare pupioq < *pup164 
(cf. Hittite mari- "b~nch") .~ '  The accent of the feminine, following the 

56 "A 'New' PIE *men Suffix," Sprache 29.1 (1983) 15. Cf. KUB IX 28 I11 15 which 
uses the two roots *seh,i- and *deh,i- in the same sentence: tu&ueSSar riiammanda 
iihiian, "the purifying substance bound with a cord." See E. Neu, "Hethitisch Irl im 
Wortauslaut," Serta Indogermanica (Innsbruck 1982) 218-219. 

57 I have discussed the evidence for this claim in detail in M. Weiss, "On the Non- 
verbal Origin of the Greek Verb vicpetv 'to be sober'," HS 107.1 (1994) 95. 

58 AS for the semantic change from "external attraction" to "internal desire," which one 
can observe taking place within the documented history of Greek, cf. OE fdr "danger" -
Modem English fear; Latin poena "punishment" > English pain; Latin odium "hatred," 
but originally "repugnance" as Franz Skutsch showed "Odium und Venvandtes," Kleine 
Schrifen, ed. Wilhelm Kroll (Berlin 1914) 389405. 

59 In fact, this adjective does seem to have survived into Greek to judge from the Hesy- 
chian gloss i'pepot . ao8etvoi K T ~ .Unfortunately the accent of the adjective has been 
contaminated with that of the noun. 
* See, E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik (Munich 1939) 379. 
61 See M. Weiss, "Greek p u p i o ~  countless, Hittite mnri- 'bunch (of fruit)'," HS 109.2 

(1996) 199-214. It is interesting to note that adjectives in -to< are normally recessive. 
When such an adjective is not recessive, i.e., when it is oxytone or paroxytone by 
Wheeler's Law, it is invariably a sign that there is a morpheme boundary between the t 
and the 05, e.g., 6eCt65, < 6eCt-~65 (Myc. de-ki-si-woKN C 908). 
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accent of the masculine, would have been *ipkpa and this, in my opin- 
ion, has been substantivized as 'Ipkpa, the name of the Sicilian city 
founded in Greek colonial times. The length of the first syllable of the 
place name is established by two dactylo-epitrite passages in Pindar 
(01. 12.2,Py. 1.79).62 

But one may also make an internal derivative of an -r/-n-stem by 
switching from the proterokinetic to the amphikinetic pattern. When an 
amphikinetic derivative was made from an -r/-n-stem, it was often the 
-n-stem form which was generalized. This seems especially to be the 
case when the internal derivative has adjectival force, e.g., 6 a p  > niwv. 
Therefore from the noun s&h2i-mc, gen. sih2-m&n-s reconstructed above 
an internal derivative would have had the shape *s&h2imon, which 
would by regular Greek sound law give a i ' p ~ v . ~ ~  And this word is pre- 
cisely what we have at 11. 5.49-5 1: 

vibv 6k C~pocpioto C~apdov6plov, ai'pova 04pqq 
' ~ z ~ e < 6 q qMevkhaoq gh' gyxei ~ S U ~ E V T ~ ,  

koOhbv Oqpq~qpa. 


Menelaos, Atreus' son, took with his sharp spear Scamandrios, the 
son of Strophios, who was eager for the hunt, the good hunter. 

Formally the word is exactly what we have just predicted and the mean- 
ing too is an admirable match to our theory.64 The meaning 
"(spell)binding, attractive," which the possessive internal derivation 
would lead us to predict for this form, has undergone the same internal- 
ization that has been noted in the development of the closely related 
i ' p ~ p o q . ~ ~This interpretation of arpwv is bolstered by several other 
pieces of data. As was seen already by Giintert, arpwv stands in the 
same relationship to aipzihoq / aip6htoq as & y ~ h v  does to & y ~ z i h o q . ~ ~  

b2 It is true that the naming of a city and a river from the same stem, as in the case of 
'IpCpa andCIpCpag, is a well etablished Italic practice, but it is also found in Greece, e.g., 
n i o a  and nioaq (Xenoph. frg. 2B); T ~ u e k a  and T~uekag  (Strab. 8.3.11 p. 342). See 
Wilhelm Schulze, Zur Geschichte lateinischer Eigennamen (Berlin 1964) 538. 

Again see Weiss (above, n. 57) 95. 
64 The LSJ gives the sense "eager." The explanation of the Grammarians as = Gaipwv 

for Galipwv is clearly just a folk-etymological guess. Chantraine, DELG 35 is skeptical of 
all interpretations of ai'pwv. 

65 See above, n. 56. 
66 H. Guntert, Von der Sprache der Gotter und Geister (Halle 1921) 103. Guntert 

rightly rejects the putative connection of ai'puhoq with OHG seim < Proto-Indo-European 
*soh,imo- "thick, liquid honey" since the original meaning of the ancestor of seim was 
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aip6hoq is an adjective used to describe the "spellbinding" words by 
which one gets someone to do something helshe doesn't or shouldn't 
want to do. A particularly fine example of this is Od. 1.56: d e i  68 
p a h a ~ o T o ~  aipvhio~ot h6yoto~ / Oihy~t. Compare this with the ~ a i  
formula H. Aphr 143: &q ~inoGoaOE& y h u ~ c v  EpbahE Ovpij. ~ ~ E P O V  

Aypwv, of course, also occurs as a proper name, the most noted 
Abwv being the son of Creon of Thebes. In Sophocles, of course, he 
meets a tragic end at his own hand. But in the pre-Sophoclean Oedipo-
dia he had an equally unhappy fate in the jaws of the Sphinx. All that 
is known about this earlier ACpwv is what the poet tells us: &Ah' ETL 
~hhhtoz6vTE ~ a i  6hhwv I naT6a cpihov Kpiov~oq i y e p o i o ~ a ~ o v  
dlp6povoq Aypova %OV. IS the use of the epithet ip&p6&~q, only rarely 
used of persons in early epic,67 to qualify Abwv merely a coincidence 
or does it preserve a memory of long obscured etymological connec- 
tion? 

APPENDIX: THE NAME OF THE THESSALIANS 

The name of the Thessalians shows an interesting variety of forms in 
the Greek dialects. In Ionic and Doric the form is O~ooaho i  (Hom. +). 
In Attic the form is, as one would expect, O e ~ ~ a h o i . ~ *  But in Boeotian, 
the form, attested as a personal name, is Qezzah6q (IG 7.2430.8).69 
Now the correspondence between Q in Doric and Attic-Ionic and Q in 
Boeotian, an Aeolic dialect, can only be explained as variant dialectical 
outcomes of a Proto-Indo-European *gWh-,i.e., a voiced aspirated 
labiovelar which, as is customary for labiovelars bel'ore e, has ended up 
as a dental O in the non-Aeolic dialects, but has become a labial @ in 

not "sweet stuff' but rather "thickish liquid" as is shown by the cognates Welsh hufen 
"cream" < *soh,imeno- and Greek a?pa "blood < *seh,im(e)n-. 

67 There are two other instances of i p ~ p 6 ~ q  as an epithet of persons in early epic: Hes. 
Th. 359 of Kahuvh and Hes. fr. 291.3 of @aim. Usually ipep6eq is an epithet of song or 
marriage. 

For the evidence see L. Threatte, The Grammar of the Attic Inscriptions (Berlin 
1980) 538. It is worth noting that 0 e ~ ~ a h 6 ~  is an apparent exception to Wheeler's Law 
whereby dactylic oxytones retract their accent to the penultimate syllable. Perhaps one 
may suppose that in an ethnic name the nominative plural 0e~zahoi ,  which was not a 
dactyl, was the forme de fondation. Of course, exceptions to Wheeler's law--of various 
analogical explanations-are by no means uncommon, e.g., 6p(pah6q,S~Ct65 etc. 

69 Otherwise the Attic or Atticized form 0ezzahoi is used. 
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the Aeolic dialects (Boeotian, Thessalian, and ~ e s b i a n ) . ~ ~  For another 
example of this distribution, compare Ionic 'Epp6e~ozoq (Colophon) 
"prayed for from Hermes" vs. Boeotian @t6cpe(t)ozoq "prayed for from 
a god" both from the very root *gwhedh- "pray" which we have just 
been disc~ssing.~' The contrast between o o  for Ionic and Doric and zz 
for Attic and Boeotian would seem to point to an earlier sequence of 
voiceless dental plus y.72 Compare Attic pkhtzza, Ionic pkhtooa "bee" 
both from "melitya, and for Boeotian x a p i ~ e ~ ~ a  < "khariwetya which 
= Ionic Xapieooa.73 Thus by comparison of the Attic, Ionic, and Boeo- 
tian forms we are led back to the reconstruction of a proto-form 
*kwhethyalo- from earlier *gwhedh-yalo-. Now this form, as has long 
been seen, may be explained as derived from the present stem 
*gwhedh-ye- of the verbal root *gwhedh- "pray" with the addition of 
the suffix -a10- .~~  Normally, of course, this suffix is added not to the 
present stem of a verb but rather to its root. But there are some exam- 
ples of the suffix -alo- being added to a characterized present stem, e.g., 
Ionic and Doric x&ooahoq (Od. +), Attic x&zzahoq "peg" which must 
be derived from *pakyalo- built to *pakye- a characterized present stem 

70 Lejeune, Phonhique 4 7 4 8 .  

71 See F. Bechtel and A. Fick, Die griechischen Personennamen (Gottingen 1894) 


112. 143. 145. , , 

72 There are, in fact, five theoretical Proto-Greek reconstructions which could lead to 
Att. 8e.rz-, Ion. 8 ~ o o - ,and Boeotian cpezz-. These possibilities are 1) *kwhethy-, 2) 
*kwhety-,3) *kM'hetw-,4) *kwheky-,5) *kwekhy-. The initial aspirated labiovelar makes it 
highly likely that we are dealing with an Indo-European root. For, although it seems clear 
that one (or more) of the Pre-Greek languages had labiovelars or labiovelar-like stops (see 
Ph. M. Freeman, "New Evidence for the Pre-Greek Labiovelars," JIES 17 [I9891 
171-176; K. T. Witczak, "Notes on Cretan Place-names in the Linear B Tablets," Kadmos 
31 [I9921 161-163.) no evidence, to my knowledge, has been presented for Pre-Greek 
aspirated labiovelars. Possibilities 2, 3, and 4 can therefore be eliminated, because the 
Proto-Indo-European preforms for these [2) *gwhet-,3) *gwhet-,4) *gwhek-]would vio- 
late the well known root-structure constraint noted by A. Meillet, Introduction a l'etude 
comparative des langues indo-europe'ennes (Paris 1934) 174, which prohibits roots from 
containing both a voiced aspirated and a voicless stop. Possibility 5 from a PIE *gwegh-
is not ruled out by this criterion. But there is, to my knowledge, no such root. This leaves 
*kn'hethy-as the only plausible Proto-Greek reconstruction. 

73 Lejeune, Phontftique 104. 
74 F. Bechtel, griechischen Dialekte 1.154 has made the connection with the root of 

8eoo-.  He, however, suggests that the name derives from the aorist stem. But the Attic 
and Ionic forms present difficulties for this account, since *-t-s- should give s in both 
Attic and Ionic. In order to uphold this account, one would have to assume a complicated 
loan hypothesis. See Lejeune, Phone'tique 106. 
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of the root *pak- Since nciooahoq can plausibly be taken to 
mean "fixed (thing)," one can infer that *gwhedh-yalo- meant at first 
"prayerfully desired and *gwhedh-yalia "prayerfully desired land." 
For the semantics one might simply compare the clearly archaic Home- 
ric and Hesiodic adjective bpavv6.q "lovely" which is used exclusively 
as an epithet of land, e.g., 11. 9.531 KahGGvoq bpavvijq, 11. 9.577 
neGiov KahuGGvoq kpavvijq, Od. 7.18 d h t v  . . . bpavv4v; Hes. fr. 70 
line 37 yacav bpavvqv, fr. 10 a 3"Apyoq kpavv6.v. Note that the double 
vv from *sn of this adjective points to its Aeolic origin and therefore to 
the existence and appropriateness of the idiom "desired land" in these 
dialects. 

But there is a small problem with this explanation in that the most 
straightforward interpretation of the name of Oeooahia is as the "land 
of the O~ooahoi," and if it is the name of the tribe that we must start 
from, then the parallel of3'Apyoq bpavv6.v is really not apposite. There 
would be various ways out of this bind, if this proved to be the only 
available theory, but a real monkey wrench is thrown into this account 
by the name that the Thessalians called themselves. For since Thes- 
salian is a dialect which normally shows -00- for forms having -zz- in 
Attic and Boeotian, e.g., npaookpev (Schwyzer 590 1. 17 Larissa) = 
Attic npciz~etv, the form we would hope to find in conformity with our 
theory would be *@eooahoi. Alas, no such form exists. What we find 
instead is IIez0ahoi (IG IX 2.258.1 [Kierion], etc.) and on coins from 
the towns of Pherai, Skotoussa, and Methylion the abbreviations 
OEOA, @ETA, @E which obviously stand for O e ~ 0 a h o i . ~ ~  The peculiar 

75 This present stem has not otherwise survived in Greek; cf., however, Latin paciscor 
(Plt. +) "agree to" built to *pacio as nanciscor (Plaut. +) "acquire" t nuncio (XII) 
(same meaning). Another example of an -ale- derivative from a characterized present 
stem is 6t6&orahoq, (H.Herm. +) "teacher" from 6t6aorw "teach" (11. +). It is quite 
likely that the spread of this suffix to characterized present stems was the result of anal- 
ogy, e.g., a%w : ai'8ahoq :: 6tSaorw : X, X = StS&oraho<. These -ale- forms were orig- 
inally quasi-participial adjectives with either active or passive diathesis. Many of these 
originally adjectival forms were then substantivized. 

'15 A. Heubeck has dealt with these problems in "Zum Volksnamen der Thessaler" in 
Studia Ling. in hon. V I.  Georgiev (Sofia 1980) 301-309, reprinted in Kleine Schrifen zur 
griechischen Sprache und Literatur, ed. by B.  Forssman, S. Koster, and E. Pohlmann 
(Erlangen 1984) 306-3 14. He argues that one must start from the autochthonous form of 
the name, i.e., O ~ z e a h o -  (307). This form he interprets as deriving from *kwhethalo-
with the gemination of stops found in proper names. (Although he admits that this kind of 
gemination is most commonly found in hypocoristics, cf. 'Azeiq if from 'Aejvat). 
*kwhethalo- is then interpreted as a -lo- derivative of the state I full-grade of the root 
kwhetha- from a putative PIE *gwhedhh,- which otherwise appears as the state I1 

mailto:*@eooahoi
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jumping around of aspiration is not problematic. Compare Ionic & ~ a v -  
TOG = 6 ~ a v o o ~and for assimilation of aspirates compare Thess. 
@epoecp6va= Hepoe(p6vq.77 Thus we are justified in assuming that 
*@ezzah6- became QezOah6- which became rIezOah6-. But the prob- 
lem of zz for expected oo  remains. There are, as I see it, two ways out 
of this difficulty. 

First, I was careful to say above that Attic and Boeotian zz normally 
correspond to Thessalian oo. In fact, there are several noteworthy 
exceptions where Thessalian also has zz. The best known example is 
Thessalian nkzzapaq "four" (SEG 13.394.4 +) = Attic zkzzapa~. Fur- 
thermore the ancient grammarians also claim that Thessalian had some 
cases of zz for 0 0 . ~ ~  In the light of this evidence one may simply claim 

*kwhthd- < *gu'hdheh,- > aor. &-cp01l-v, pres. cp0hvw "anticipate." This interpretation 
would make the Thessalians into a bronze-age version of the Oklahoma Sooners. But I 
find his account unconvincing for a number of reasons. First, it is by no means a given 
that the autochthonous form in any given case is ipso facto the most archaic. One need 
only think of Finnish kuningas "king," a loan word from Proto-Germanic, which pre- 
serves a more archaic form than even the oldest Germanic languages. Second, it is typi- 
cally the last consonant of the stem that is geminated in a hypocoristic; cf., e.g., the Thes- 
salian personal name n e z a h h i ~  t nkzakov. Third, the ss forms of the name of the 
Thessalians, which are well anchored in both the earliest Ionic (11. 2.679) and Doric (Pin- 
dar 01. 13.35 as a personal name), must be explained as the result of a hyper-Ionic or 
hyper-Doric version of an Attic or Boeotian *kwettalo-. Fourth, there is no real evidence 
for a state I full-grade to the root *cpeq-. All other forms point clearly to *gwhdheh,-. Nor 
is there any reason to suppose that -lo-derivatives require the "schwebeablauting" form; 
cf. <ijko< < *dyeh2-10s- 6i<qpat not *deih2-10s. Fifth, there is no evidence that the root 
of cpeavw was ever part of the Greek onomastic lexicon. There are no names recorded in 
the classical period containing this root. For all these reasons, I am not inclined to believe 
Heubeck's account, ingenious though it may be. 
"Buck Greek Dialects 60 and SGDI 1132, 33. The same metathesis of aspiration is 

seen in Thessalian and Boeotian * E v ~ L  < *henti "they are" which probably lies at the 
source of the Thessalian and Boeotian 3rd pl. ending -v&. Bechtel, griechischen Dialekte 
1.162. The alternative explanation of the verbal endings in -v0- offered by M. Peters in 
his review of W. Bliimel, Die aiolischen Dialekte, Sprache 30.1 (1984) 85, i.e., that these 
forms are hypercorrections resulting from the dialect mixture of a West Greek dialect in 
which th was deaspirated after t or n (Bechtel, griechischen Dialekte 2.79, 841) with 
Aeolic, would be more convincing if one could point to hypercorrect -v0- outside the 
third plural of finite verbs. The present participles, for example, in both Boeotian and 
Thessalian are stems in -vz-, e.g., from Larissa [Tay]eu6vrouv in Buck, no. 32, line 1, 
p. 220 in an inscription which also has v0, e.g., iyivoveo, line 12, and from Thebes 
Buck, no. 40, p. 229, & p ~ o v z o ~  1.17 vs. [ouvepah]ov00 line 21. Note also 6y6okrovza in 
line 10 of the same inscription. 

78 R. Meister, Die griechischen Dialekte (Gijttingen 1882) 265, n. 1 quotes Aelius 
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that some sub-dialect or adstratum of Thessalian was of the zz type, and 
that it is from this particular sub-dialect that the Thessalians took their 
name. 

But one more possibility comes to mind. The form @~zzaAoi is, in 
fact, entirely appropriate to one and only one dialect, and that is, as we 
have already seen, Boeotian where labiovelars become labials before e 
and which also has ~ 2Furthermore recall, as we have said above, that ~. ~ 

the root *gwhedh-which lies at the base of our account of the name of 
Thessaly means not simply "desire" but "pray," i.e., "to desire that 
which can be obtained only by the action or permission of someone 
else," and that the verbal noun derived from this root *gwhodhos > 
n6005 came to mean "desire for that which is not at hand." Thus the 
derivative *gwedhyalo- would not mean simply "desired," as I have 
glossed it above, but rather "prayed for" or "desired in absentia." But 
what sense would it make for the Thessalians to call themselves "the 
people desired in absence" and their land "the land of the people 
desired in absence" or perhaps "the land desired in absence"? 

With these two observations we can combine a third. In Book 1.12 
Thucydides relates the following story: 

Botozoi TE y&p oi v6v kcq~ooz@ &EL FEZ& 'Ihiou &hwotv k c  
"Apvq~ &vaoz&vze~ 6x6 O~ooaAtjv zfiv v6v ykv Bo~wziav, 
np6zepov 6i: KaGyqiGa yrjv ~aAouyivqv Gmoav (qv 6k a-5ztjv 
~ a i&no6aopb~np6zepov i-v zij yfj zazizq, &cp' &v ~ a ik~ '1 Ih tv  
kozp&z&uoav). 

Now on the archaeological evidence which could be mustered either for 
or against the historical reality of this account, I am unqualified to pass 
judgment. But from the linguistic point of view it has some inherent 
plausibility, because Boeotian and Thessalian are, in fact, closely 

Dionysius apud Eustathius 813.48: 0 ~ z ~ a h o i  K t z t ~ : ~ . .  niz-~ c t i  . Bcihctzzav &kyov ~ a i  
zav ... iioa O ~ ~ ~ ~ O D ' A T T I K ~  vopiC,ovza~ ahhh  zGv y~tzcivov, cpqoi, Bo~ozGv. 

79 M. Peters, Sprache 30.1 (1984) 84, following F. Solmsen, "Thessaliotis und Pelasgi- 
otis," RhM 58 (1903) 612, has suggested that the source of the zz treatment in Aeolic, 
Thessalian, and Boeotian is to be sought in Northwest Greek. However, the evidence for 
the zz treatment in Northwest Greek is slight, basically reducing to the Aetolian toponym 
Bo(u)zzo~ and the ethnic adjectives Bouzzto~, XnazztoS, and Eppazzto~. See J. Mendez 
Dosuna, Los dialectos dorios del nordeste (Salamanca 1985) 128-129. In any case, the 
ultimate origin of the TT treatment is irrelevant for my claim that the zz forms of Thes- 
salian derive most immediately from the ancestor of Boeotian. 
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related dialects and they could not always have been separated by the 
West-Greek-speaking Phocians and Locrians who separated the two 
groups in Classical times.80 Furthermore there are some notable exam- 
ples of cults which are found in both Thessaly and Boeotia, e.g., the 
cult of Itonian Athena and of Homoloian ~ e u s . ~ l  

By reference to this story we can, I think, offer a plausible account 
of the name of the Thessalians. For it is precisely from the point of 
view of the exiled Boeotians that the name of the Thessalians makes 
sense. Perhaps, one may suppose that the first &7co6ao~65 of the Boeo- 
tian diaspora coined the name Q~zzahoi  to refer to their longed-for 
brethren who remained in their original homeland. These in turn trans- 
mitted this name to their successors in Thessaly, i.e., the Thessalians of 
the Classical period, as well as the few other zz forms which are found 
in that dialect.82 This second account is, to my mind, more compelling, 
since the arguments drawn from linguistics and from early Greek lore 
seem to complement each other well. 

Cf. the common and exclusive innovation yivvpcct. See Bechtel, griechischen 
Dialekte 186-187 and also n. 76 above. 

81 For a discussion of this evidence see R. J. Buck, A History of Boeotia (Edmonton 
1979) 75, 82, who finds the ancient accounts plausible. On the other hand, S. E. 
Bakhuizen, "The Ethos of the Boeotians," in Boiotika, ed. H. Beister and J. Buckler 
(Munich 1989) 65-72, is skeptical. 

82 For the transfer of an ethnic name from an original group of inhabitants to a group of 
newcomers, one might compare the history of the word Yankee, which originates in the 
Dutch diminutive Janke "Johnny." This name originally applied to the Dutch colonists of 
New York and subsequently to their English-speaking successors. See the Oxford 
English Dictionary, 2nd ed. by J. A. Simpson and E.S.C. Weisner (Oxford 1989) 20.692. 
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